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With the use of Prandtl's constitutive equations of plasticity,
a more rational nonlinear elastoplastic method has been developed for
analyzing and designing the steel-cased cartridge and the chamber under
actual firing conditions (whfle the cartridge case is loaded near the
maximum material-carrying capacity) to remedy the sticking problem.
In contrast to the usual assumption that the chamber is rigid, the
chamber is considered to be deformable in this investigation. Both
nonlinear material response and geometric nonlinearity have been taken

into consideration. Nonlinearity of material properties has been
taken into account by use of theories of plasticity. An incremental
loading procedure has been used to consider large deformation of a
cartridge case. The interaction of a steel-cased cartridge and the
chamber of a gun has been studied parametrically. To achieve a uni-
form and improved performance of a steel-cased cartridge, guidance I ,
for the selectioni of design variables such as cartridge and chamber
material properties, chamber pressure, cartridge configuration, the I
initial clearance between a case and a chamber, and the configuration
of the chamber of a gun, have been graphically presented in this paper.
Thus, information can be readily applied to the actual steel cartridge
case and the chamber design.

INTRODUCTION

* Cartridge cases for small-arms ammunition have been tradition-
ally designed and made of brass[l]. However, because of the limited
natural supply of brass and its predominant use in small arms ammuni-
tion, a strategic significance has been attached to it. With the in-
creased emphasis on firepower and the inadequate domestic supply of
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brass, the use of this material during a major war could become criti-
cal. Hence, identification of alternative materials for small-arms
ammunition cartridge cases is very important. Aluminum and steel are
materials that are considered more economical than brass for this
application. The major difficulties in the development of aluminum
cartridge cases are those of the so-called "burn-through" pro-
blems[2,3,4]. Existing literature indicates that the sidewall of an

* -aluminum cartridge case that had split during firing caused serious
erosion of the case head and the chamber of a gun. Serious erosicn
damage in the M16 Rifle Chamber due to aluminum case splits has been
observed[2,3]. With the initiation of the aluminum case program at
Frankford Arsenal in July 1969, various tests were conducted to as-
certain the seriousness, frequency, and the nature of the aluminum
case failures. The test of the 5.56 mm cases made of 7039, 7075, and
7178 alloys showed an exceptionally high failure rate. Hence, from
the economical point of view, the development of steel-cased cartridges
is of great importance at the present time. In a recent development
of steel cartridge cases, high-extraction forces were encountered
that were caused by the sticking of the case to the chamber. This
sticking condition arose because a oLeel cartridge case has less re-
covery than a brass case. This reduced recovery can be attributed to
the fact that the modulus of elasticity of steel is much higher than
the modulus of elasticity of brass.

The objective of this investigation is to develop a more
rational nonlinear elastoplastic method for -nalyzing and designing a
steel-cased cartridge and a chamber to remedy the sticking problem.
The interaction of a steel-cased cartridge and the chamber of a gun
will be studied parametrically. A set of design parameters such as
cartridge case and chamber material properties, chamber pressure,
cartridge configuration, the initial clearance between a case and a

chamber, and the configuration of the chamber of a gun will be esta-
blished to ensure uniform and improved performance of a steel-cased
cartridge. In contrast to the usual assumption that the chamber is
rigid, the chamber is considered to be deformed elastically in this
investigation.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN INCREMENTAL THEOkf

When a gun is fired, the propella.- charge is ignited and the
resulting propellant gas pressure causes the cartridge case to expand
to the diameter of chamber, after which the case and the chamber ex-
pand together. The condition of free extraction of a case can be
achieved if the recovery of the case from maximum firing strain ex- .
ceedc that of the chamber.
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Iu the development of an incremental inelastic theory for a
cartridge, a cylindrical coordinate system (rG,z) is used with the
z axis coincident with the axis of the cartridge. The longitudinal
cross-section of a typical cartridge case is shown in Figure 1.
The cartridge case is divided into
a number of rings with zo-X,zjz 2,..%
zn7L. Each ring is considered to
be a thin-walled conical shell
undergoing acisymmetric deformation.

For each increment of pres-
sure, dP, the incremental stress
components acting on a ring with

hradius r are Fig. I Longitudinal Cross-
CatigSection of a Cartridge Case

rdP
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p dP
dOr - - doe " - (2)

dP
doz ".t~s if F <SF (3)

"a d-P(r,-r2-) if F > Fo14

I2rtCos)

I-where F is the bullet-pulling force
SF -r rPg (:5)

The Pg is the propellent gas pressure. Note that dP dPS dPI
J where dPI ic the incremental interface pressure between the case and'

the chamber.

Cartridge Case Loaded Into Inelastic Region

SFor any point of a cartridge that is loaded to an inelastic
region, the Prandtl-Reuss incremental constitutf.ve equations arej
assumed to be val id, i.e.,

d4 d ee d C]
S o ;. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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where dEr, deP, and dcz are incremental plastic strain components, and
Sr, se, and Sz are the components of deviator stress which are defined
by

Sr - ar - S " ½ ( 2 ar-00-az); etc. (7)

Since the total strain in an overstrained material is composed of
an elastic and of a plastic component, i.e.,

z= e + P (8)

e eeThe elastic-strain components Sr, ce, and Ce -an be eliminated by
Hooke's laws, then two independent equations can be derived[5,6] as:

" 1 (2 az-Or-GO) + vc ( 2 (Tr-a8-z) ]dar + he (( 2[ z-Or-e)( 2 Ur-ae z) dae4 Ec

"+ L[(2ar-ce-oz) 4- Pc( 2 az-ar-e) ]doz + (2az-ar-cre)dCrEc

- (2 ar-re-oz)d z 0 (9)

and
11

1.c~[ (2oz-ar-) - (2ae-az-_r) IdOr _ [O(2 z-r-UO) + pc(2ae"az' ]dUa
Ec

+ [pc( 2 az-Gr--e) + (2oO--az-ar)]daz + (2cOz-ar-C78)dEO

- ( 2 a0-azz-ar)dcz - 0 (10)

where Ec and Pc are modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio of case
material, respectively.

In the development of an elastoplastic solution, the surface
used to define the elastic limit is referred to as the yield surface.
For linear strain-hardening nonisothermal material, the subsequent
yield surface or loading function can be represented[7] as

S- (1-a)ayc + aEcE (11)

vrhere aEc is the slope of the straight line in the plastic region and
C may be considered as a strain-hardening factor for the case material,
Oyc is the yield stress of the case material in tension. c and E are
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effective stress and effective strain, respectively [8J Since
1 t + EP, equation (11) can be reduced to the relation [9].

(L(2ar-ae-oiz) + l~~~*( 2cr-CO-cz) - A+P (20rr-06-az)]I}dar
26 EcEc

+ ~2ff (2a6-Gz-ar + *+V ( (2c8-cz-r) - +115 (20e-az-car)1}dca
Ec Ec

+ (a ,-~ + * [(2Ezc0-c) - 1+1 (2orz-r-6 l
Ec Ec

- *( 2 Er-c8-z) - 1+1kc (2Gr-aO-aOz)3d~r

l+Ic

- *[(2cG-cz-r) -+1 (2ae--Oz-ar)]dce

- *[(2Cz-Er-ee) - '+'( 20.a -r-ae)]dcz -0 (12)

in which

~ -- (a~a~2 + ,O-O)I + (az-oar) 2½(13

3 (rE) + (EOPJ)2 + z (14

and

2 caE 1 (5

Cartridge Case Loaded in Elastic Region

If the cartridge case is loaded in the ela~stic region, i.e.,
Ol < cryc, the following stress-strain relations [10] have to be used.

r [ C~r4PC (ae+OZ)] (16)

- .jv- [O-(ar4Orz)]1 (17)
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Et = z-Jc (ar-0)] (18)
Ec

At each station, six unknown incremental quantities exist
dar, da0, daz, dcr, deg, and dez that must be determined for each in-
cremental step of pressure dP. Whetner the cartridge case is loaded
in the plastic region or in the elastic region, the s•ix equations
listed above can be used to solve for these six unknown incremental
quantities of stresses and strains. With these calculated strain com-

- -ponents and the following strain-displacement relations

* 0 UC (19)

and

d Cz (20)

dzj

where u and w are, respectively, the displacement components in the
radial and axial directions, the displacement of the cartridge at
radius r can be calculated. By use of eq. (19) uc can be evaluated

uc m reB (21)

Let uo be the initial clearance between the cartridge case
and the chawber, then the displacement of the chamber at the inner
surface, ub, can be written 1

Ub " Uc-Uo (22)

If the chamber is assumed to be a thick-walled cylinder sub-
jected to internal pressure PI, then [10]

2 2Pla b (23)
Ub uc-uo = • [•=•T + Pb] (23)

Where Eb and Pb are modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio for the
chamber mate-Lial, a and b are the inner and outer radii of the chamber.
The interface pressure PI of chamber and case is then given by

(uc-uo)Eb
uP1 = b+.Z: if uc>uo (24)

a a[-Z--7 + Pb]

Ilk CLAS J 0 I[E D
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and
P, M 0 if uc S uo (25)

Note that

P " P + P, if uc > UO (26)

and

P " P if uc < UO (27)

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

Loading

"Since a large displacement of the cartridge case may be in-
volved in the present case-chamber interface problem, the true dis-
placement of the cartridge case at the peak pressure, Pmax, would not
be known at the beginning of the loading process. Hence, an incremen-
tal loading procedure will be utilized to obtain solutions to the pro-
blem indicated in this investigation. To obtain a numerical elasto-
plastic solution of case-chamber interface problem, one must first
determine the pressure-time relationship. A typical pressure-time
curve of a 6 mm ammunition is given in Figure 2. The loading path is
divided into a number of increments.
At the beginning of each increment I
of loading, the distribution of ...
stresses and strains is assumed to • "

have been calculated in the previous
time-interval. For each increment .

cedure can be stated as follows:

Step 1. Specify an incre- ,0 4INN INK M0 M0

went of pressure APi acting on the
ca 'se, then Fig. 2 A T>pical Pressure-Time

Curve for a 6mm Cartridge Case
Pi " Pi-I + API

Step 2. Calculate daon , do, and dcz by using eqs. (-),(2),(3) or (4).

UNCLASSIFIED
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Step 3. Calculate ...

06i - 06 + doe
O before an increasing
of the load

0r and oz are calculated in the same manner.

Step 4. Calculate the effective stress by using

6• =J[L(ar-ae)2 + (oe-oZ) 2 + (Oz-r)2]h

Step 5. Calculate dEr, dee, and dez by using eqs. '9),(10),
and. (12) if c > ayc, or by using eqs. (16),(17), and (18) if c'Oyc.

Step 6. Calculate

£6 e" lbefore an increasing + de6
" " "of the load

er and ez are calculated in the same manner.

Step 7. Compute the radial displacement of the case

Uc rce

Step 8. Compute the bore displacement of the chamber

ub = uc - uo if uc > Uo

= 0 if "c < %O

where uo is the initial clearance between the case and the chamber.

Step 9. Compute the interface pressure

(uc-Uo) Eb

b2+ta[ -O- + 11b]

Step 10. Compute propellant gq pressure

Pg "Pi + PI

if Pg <Pmax let r- ro+uc, then refer back to Step 1. All coupu-
tations to continue.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Step 11. If Pg - Pmax, then let

PI, Uc a uc b ub, and rmax - + ÷ u

No;e that PI, uc, Gb, and rmax are the interface pressure between the
case and the chamber, the displacement of the case, the displacement
of the chamber at tl.e bore, and the radius of the case at the peak
pressure, respectively.

Unloading

During the unloading process, the behavior of the cartr'Ige

case and the chamber is considered to be elastic. The dimensions used
are the dimensions of the case and the chamber computed at the peak
pressure. A negative pressure is applied to the case during the un-
loading process. The result of unloading is then superposed on the
result at the peak pressure and, hence, the interference pressure and
the extraction force can be determined.

Step 1. Specify -APi, then calculate Pi by

Pi - Pi-1 - APi

Step 2. Computa dot, da0, and doz.

Step 3. foripute Or, o0 and a ..

Step 4. Compute dcr, deo, and dCz by using eqs. (16),(17),
and (18).

Step 5. Compute c0, Cr and ez. A

Step 6. Compute the radial displacement of the case

uc = [o- Pc (Gr+Oz)]

Step 7. Compute interface pressure

Step 8. Applying the superposition principle, the interface•

displacements at unloading can be computed by the following: i

I!r'CLASSIFIED
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.. . .. 0

S"P, + P, if lucl < 4bI

0 o if lucl >- b

U - u + c

;b Ub + Ub if lucl <U-b

- 0 if lucl > Ub

where • is the interface pressure during unloading

uc is the case displacement during unloading

and ub is the bore displacement of the chamber during unloading.

Step 9. Compute P' Pi + P, if P + Pmax > 0, then let

r - rmax + uc, refer back to Step 1. All computations to continue.

Step 10. If Pg + Pg 4 0, then compute the ertraction force.
Note that when the unloading process is completed, the interface
pressure is automatically computed at Step 8 which is used to compute
the extraction force with assigned friction coefficient betv.-en the
case and the chamber.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A 6mm steel cartridgo case and the configuration of the inner
surface of a chambor considered in this investigation are shown in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The outer diameter of the chamber is

|. .2.

//ý

"I- end -

.Fig. 4 Configuration of a

Fig. 3 Configuration of a Chamber Used For A 6mm"6m Cartridge Case Cartridge Case
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assumed t' be one inch. To obtain numerical solutions, the cartridge
case is divided into thirty-two rings. The peak pressure, the thick-
sess, the initial clearance between case and chamber, and the material

properties such as yield strength, strain-hardening, and modulus ofelasticity, aet., for each ring are considered to be independent design

parameters. Since a steel cartridge case is considered in this inves-
tigation, the modulus of elasticity will be considered as a constant,
Ic - 30X 10' psi, for each ring.

Effect of Yield Strength of Case Material

The yield strength of a steel- oc -

cased cartridge is a very important
factor with respect to the sticking
problem of the steel cartridge case.
The effect of yield strength of a case
material on the extraction force is-
shown in Figure 5. The extraction
force can be reduced if a case is made
of a higher strength material, as in-
dicated in Figure 5. However, in-
creasing the strength of the material ,0--
is limited by other material properties
such as hardness and elongation. If , .. . -

the hardness of a cartridge case is ?0 o0 so
increased, the ductility of the ma- YIELD STENGTH (K61

terial will be reduced and, hence, the Fig. 5 Effect of the Yield
incidence of a split case will be in- Strength of the Case Mater-
creased. ial on the Extraction Force

The effect of the yield WITO, O.EMMU IIEW I

strength on the functioning of a steel- - AM ' H'"Wh,

cased cartridge is illustrated in
Figure 6. In Figure 6, the slope of D

line 0 A represents the modulus of0
elasticity, E, of the case. The Curve
0OycID represents the stress-strain
curve of a normal steel-cased car-
tridge, where 0ycl is the yield o W. em

strength. 0 B represents the initial
clearance between the case and the
chamber. BC represents the elastic
expansion of the chamber under firing 0 a s
condition. Beyond the yield point Fig. 6 Effect of the Yield
0yci, plastic extension takes place Strength on the Function-
up to a point D. While the pressure ing ot a Cartridge Case

UNCLASSIFIED
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is starting to release, elastic recovery takes place along the line D E
which is parallel to line OA . 0 E represents the permanent expansion
of the case. If the expansion of the chamber is assumed to be complete-
ly elastic, then the chamber will return to B after firing. The dis-
tance E B thus represents the clearance between the case and the
chamber after firing. Hence, EB 10 is the condition of free extraction
of a cartridge case. If a steel cartridge case has a lower yield
strength, oyc2, as shown in Figure 5, the stress-strýAs curve is then
given by curve O0vc 2 F. The recovery of this case will follow the line
FC which is parallel to 0A. The, recovery of the case CG is less
than the recovery of the chamber B C; hence, an interference occurs
between the case and the chamber. The difficulty of extraction of a
steel cartridge case with lower yield strength is indicated in this

figure. 140,

Effect of the Peak Pressure

The magnitude of the peak pres- 1/-
sure is also a very important factor in 2-i
the sticking problem of a steel cartridge 1
case. The effect of the peak pressure •, .... i
on the resulting extraction force is
shown in Figure 7. In this figure, note ----

that the incidence of cases that stick /
to the chamber can be significantly re- 40

duced or eliminated if the peak pressure
can be reduced to a certain level. A
reduction of peak pressure (all other
factors held constant) will reduce the
round impulse and velocity. One wethod 44 45 4? 47 41 50

of maintaining the round impulse and KAN m tK, i

the velocity while the peak pressure is Fig. 7 Effect of the Peak
being reduced is to cause the Pressure- Pressure on the Extraction
Time (P~T) curve to become flatter. Force

The effect of the peak pressure on the functioning of a steel-
cased cartridge is illustrated in Figure 8. The pressure-expansion
relation of a steel-cased cartridge, as shown in this figure, is given
by the curve OABC. OD represents the initial clearance between the
case and the chamber. The recovery of a steel-cased cartridge at the
normal peak pressure is given by EG which is greater than the chamber
recovery DG . Hence, free extraction of a case can be achieved. How-

ever, if the peak pressure of the propellant gas is greater than the
normal peak pressure, then more plastic expansion of the case will
take place, as shown by point C in Figure 8. The recovery of the

Un'LASSMIED
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cartridge in this case is given by PH which is less thp,- the
chamber DH. Hence, an interference between the cartrt' -e and the
chamber will take place.

I I-1.. .-
NOM mts mK"W C _m

Fig. 9 Effect of the Strain-
Hardening Property of the Case
Material on the Extraction Force

PrW-T CLEARAW1 uKrWEEN EXPA41NIW
0 AN P ChMKNR

Fig. 8 Effect of the Peak
Pressure on the Functioning N CW
of a Cartridge Case I

Effect of the Strain-Hard~ening
of Case Material W

The effect of the strain-
hardening of the case material
on the extraction force Is shown
in Figure 9. The extraction force
can be reduced if a case is made
of a steel with higher strain- 0 CE-

hardening property as indicated E

in Figure 9. However, if the Fig. 10 Effect of the Strain-
same chmber expansion is con- Hardening or, the Functioning
sidered, the stress in the car- of a Cartr.dge Case
tridge with higher strain-
hardening is higher than the stress in the cirtridge with lower sLrain-
hardening. Hence, the cartridge case with h-gher strain-hardening may
be a contributing factor to failure by splittit,.

The effect of the strain-hardening on the f-,.nctioning of a
steel cartridge case can be illustrated by use of *?igure 10. The
stress-strain curves of a normal steel-cased cartridge and a steel-
cased cartridge with lower strain-hardening are given by 0A and 0 B,
respectively. After each firing, the n, rmal cartridge case is unloaded

I
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from A to C. The permanent expansion of this normal cartridge case is
given by OC which is less than the initial clearance between the car-
tridge and the chamber. Hence, free extraction is indicated. However,
after each firing, a cartridge case with lower strain-hardening is un-
loaded from B to D. The permanent expancion of this cartridge case is
given by OD which is greatc than the initial clearance between the
cartridge and the chamber. Hence, the interference between the car-
tridge and the chamber is indicated. ?50

I -- 0-28 2 • 5

Fig. 11 Effect of the Clearance E(Io*PSI)

14 - - -~

27 28 29 30 31 32

Between the Case and the Chamber FonFig. 12 Effect of the Mdulus ofotasticity of a Chamber Material

on the Extraction Force

Effect of Initial Clearance Between Cartridge Case and Chamber

The relation of clearance between the cartridge case and the
chamber, and the extraction force is shown graphically in Figure 11.
Note that the increasing of an initial clearance will reduce the force
required to extract a case that is sticking to the chamber. However,
this increasing of the initial clearance may increase the incidence
of malfunctions.

Effect of the Modulus of the Elasticity of a Chamber Material

The effect of the modulus of the elasticity of a chamber ma-
terial on the extraction force is shown in Figure 12. The extrection

force can be reduced if the modulus of elasticity of the chamber ma-
terial is increased as indicated in this figure. This can be illus-
trated as follows: When the modulus of the elasticity of the chamber
is increased, the elastic expansion of the chamber will be decreased
and, hence, the permanent expansion of the case is reduced. Therefore,
the extraction force of the cartridge is reduced.

UNCLASSIFIED
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*" .' ( CONCLUSIONS ..
S•A nonlinear incremental elastoplastic solution technique has

been developed to solve problems arising from the interaction of a
steel-cased cartridge and a chamber. Both nonlinear material response

and geometric nonlinearity have been considered in tbis investigation.
Nonlinearity of material properties has been taken into account by use
of theories of plasticity and Prandtl's constitutive equations. An
incremental loading procedure has been used to consider the large de-
fermation of the cartridge case.

The interaction of the steel-cased cartridge and the chamber
of the gun has been parametrically studied. Guidance for the selection
of design variables such as yield strength and strain-hardening pro-
perties of a cartridge case material, peak chamber pressure, cartridge
configuration, the initial clearance between a case and a chamber, the
configuration, and the material property of the chamber of a gun is
graphically presented in this paper. The effects of yield strength
and strain-hardening properties of material and peak chamber pressure

on the functioning of a steel-cased cartridge in a chamber are illus-
trated.
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